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Hey all. I'm having this problem where my touchpad (IBM M4 Thinkpad) is acting up
during OS installation. I have disabled touchpad and it boots fine once I open BIOS
but just won't do anything on a full boot after that. I'm pretty new to Linux and just
completely trashed my install. I'm at a complete loss. I've already tried fresh boot

without success. I get the following after opening bios: Please tell me this isn't
hardware related before I waste another day. A: There is a list of supported hardware
with linux kernel versions 3.3 and up here Thinkwiki page is also available here I am
also using laptop with Thinkpad model T61, and it is supported from version 3.3.0 up
to 3.7.12 with KMS option. The only thing I am missing is KMS option. You can check

what kernel you have by reading this, also let's have a look at your /etc/X11/xorg.conf
and find what type of driver you have. For example, for me it is xorg-input-synaptics.
Please let us know if you have xorg-input-thinkpad and try to install packages from
the link I've provided. The present invention relates to a lever lock, especially for
tools, and to a ratchet mechanism. A ratchet mechanism generally comprises a

toothed ring which in use is coupled via at least two transverse ratchet teeth to two
pawls, one of which is displaceable by a drive member in order to actuate the
mechanism. The drive member is generally coupled via a toothed wheel and a

connecting rod to a sliding spindle which can be rotated by a handle located at the
front of the tool. A ratchet mechanism is described in CH Patent No. 694 781. This

device comprises two parallel toothed rings which are capable of relative
displacement and movement in an axial direction via a pin pivotally coupling the

rings, one ring being rigidly fixed to the spindle, whereas the other ring is made to
pass through a housing in which the handle is located. In its simplest form, the
ratchet mechanism comprises a single toothed ring which is capable of axial

movement. Such a device is described in EP Patent 6d1f23a050
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